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Hattie niibcrgg‘onieagc, 111.,‘meal-105mm-‘ _ 

beck Press, IncQlVIoline, IlL, a'c'orp'orati'on of ‘ ‘v 
" 'lliil'icis ‘ " 

> Application ‘January '10, 194‘2,"Serial No. ‘426,307 I 

‘cocaine: ‘ (@1273-155) 
The present invention relates‘to an ‘amusement 

device in the form of a ioldable flexible'sheet con 
stituting a puzzle. ; -'I‘he~principal\ebject of this 
invention ~ is' :to furnish amusement to‘? those who 
take‘pleasure in solving ‘puzzles; ~ l-It-is {my Wish 
to‘ furnish‘ ae-puzzle of- the type-indieated?in‘ which 
dissectedpicturesmay be printed upon or secured 
to adjoining triangles in whichywhe'n the ?exible 
sheet is i?attened out, ~therelwill not-be-a com 
plete picture of any object but,-when~the sheet is 
‘folded properly,- a picture of any > one of- 'twos‘or 
more objects may bev‘displayed'. 1 - 

I ~-In*the ‘drawings annexed hereto!‘ and forming 
a part thereof, - there i is shownvla- puzzle: inwhich 
heads of twoeanimals maybe?formedbyproperly ‘ 
‘folding? the ?exible sheet.- yIntthese drawings;' 

Fig. -1 shows one face ofJthe'Ifl‘eXible sheet-and 
Fig. 2 shows the opposite face thereof; \ ' a ‘ ~ : 

‘Figs. 3, 4, and'SeshOW-One modei'ofl-toldingthe 
sheet to‘ produce the-‘pieture-of-aa horse'fsih‘ea‘d, 
while ‘ ‘ ‘ ~ »~ ‘ 

‘ #FigJ-‘G shows the completed picture; - r '7 It 

‘Figs. »7,i8,i1and 9 show ‘another model of folding 
1 the ‘flexible sheet, and this results hinithellpro'duc 
tion‘ of the picture of a cow’s' head‘; and 

. 1-0 

Fig. 10 shows the Acompleted-tipicture of‘the. 
cow’s vhead when the ?EXiblB‘TSh‘EBUlS properly 

» folded. _ .. i 

T ‘In another? formzoffthis invention,‘ comprising 
the same number of triangles arranged inl’the 
same way but with partlof. the triangles'separated 
‘from; neighboring triangles in a“ di?erent‘fway,>.a 
?eXiblet-sheet ‘may be .foldedsoas to= show'ipicr 
torial ‘representations ofathe hea‘dsfof "four di?e‘r 
ent animals; .It‘is‘ of‘ course understood‘zthatthe I1 L 

1 pictures are not necessarily‘those of-animal heads 
but maywrepresent any ‘desired objects'lfor‘the 

\ sake ‘ofuvariety. . However; for the sakeiofrease. of 
explanation, :the ‘present form has: been ; selected 
to'illustrate'thispuzzle. ‘Also, for the‘ sakelafof 
ease ofi'explanationfthe cli-fierenttriang-les have 

sheet ‘being numbered from lito 16,, inclusive, 
while those'o-n the‘oppositeuiace are numbered 
f1'om-17-to32; inclusive. ; ' I- . ' , . , .; 

It willi'be'noted that in each Iof'E'igs. Iwan‘dZ, 
part 'ofl'the segments-illustrate, parts-‘of ‘a ‘cow’s 
head and part of them illustratepa'rts‘ oira horser’s 
head, but no group ofiadjacent segments illus 
trate a complete head ‘ofany animaLrinthe'pl‘es 
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'beeninumbered, those on'one face'of ‘the flexible ‘ 

n50. 

' ent instance‘; either a ‘cow ona" horse. ‘However, a 
a by; properly folding _ the flexible"sheetpsegments 
' can- be brought into juxtaposition ‘so that either ‘a 
"complete horse’s‘ ‘head will be shown? or} a “com 
‘plete cow?s‘_ head. t There are various solutions to r 55 

this cpuzz‘le *but the " best ‘method ~ of solving‘ ‘it 
seems to be to ‘make a list of all the triangles 
showing part of the horses‘ head and-allsshowing 
part of'the'cow’s‘head, and then fromathe'se'lists 
pick out the particular ‘triangles representing 
particular.‘ parts of ‘each' head. ‘ ' 

of the 'horse’s head, whilertriangles~~ I, v2‘, :5; 6, “1, 

{show partsi‘of‘the'rcow’s head. vNo'w wlet-.us name 
. the. parts of - the: horse’s head ‘as ~ears,:;nose,‘/10Wer 
.jaw' and'sback 'of‘n'eck, while the triangles illus 
trating these various parts are as follows: . 

‘ : "Ears -"a, 1 n; 22; 2s ‘ 
‘Nose — 3,15; 19“ ' ‘ 

Jaw —“4,‘ ‘9',f‘l‘3,“‘2'l> 
‘Neck—-|V2," H3159, 29 

‘ Dividing-*thei'cow’s head‘ ini thez'same' way'and 
' callinga the ‘parts horns;.nose,_: jaw; and neck,'the 

' triangles illustrating these‘ Ivarious parts" are (as 

‘ .Now'letzus suppose'that we-wish tosolve this 
:puzzleltof- get‘ a picture ‘of . the‘horse’sihea'd‘. We 
notice‘ thatthreeiparts ofrthe ho-rse’s?ieadhare 
shown onieach: of four triangles; while th‘etnose 

‘is? shown .‘on only‘ three. I'Logically, "thenywe 
would select the horse’s nose as a foundationiipon 

‘ which to build. >'I'herefore,‘we' would selectzeither 
-> triangle >3; triangle 1 I5; or‘ triangle! I 9,‘, and-“try to 
iold'the' puzzle so thatothen parts will come‘into 
ivpositioniso that'wve would-get'a complete picture 
of the horse’s; head. _‘If we start withtriangle?, 
we can solve‘ thisgby' folding-so thattriang-lesyi 

‘ 4,11, andi23i‘are u-porso'that~triangles<33 LL23, 
‘ and» 21;-are'up,-;‘ei_ther combinationiigiving ‘us-a 
completei-horse’s-head. , - »- ‘i 

; > (If the faceshownim‘Fig, l is up; _ wean. fold m 
angles 9 to Hi, inclusive, down around the ‘ver 
tical centerjline. ;Now, we ‘will foldtriang-les 5 

. to 8; inclusive; dQWm-and then. fold trianglei l‘up, 
This v‘produces v‘the combination~3',‘4,- l'l, >and1'23, 
which is a complete horse’s head; ‘ ' , ‘‘ ~ ' 

Selectingtriangle :3 a as ‘a starting: point; we 
‘ might: solve thisiby turning‘triangle. I gup';;~9,:to l2, 
1 l4,» and liidown; :1 Sup, -6, ~1,;-and‘ '28'jup, :anglw29 
.and~32-down'. Now; the triangles Pleftshowing‘are 
numbered}, YH, 23, and 21, which constitutea 
completehors'e’shead. ‘ ' 



If, instead of starting to build upon triangle 3, 
we would select triangle [5, we could solve the 
puzzle by turning triangles H to 20 and 25 to 28 
up. Of course, this assumes that the face of the 
puzzle shown in Fig. 2 is up. Following this first 
step, we turn triangles l4 and I5 up, 25 up, I I up, 
and l3, I6, 30, and 3! down. We now have tri 
angles 9, l5, l1, and 23 up, thus disclosing a com 
plete horse’s head. Doubtless various other 
modes of folding this puzzle are possible which 

, will ‘result in the showing of the horse’s head. 
Essentially, Figs. ,3, 4-, and 5 illustrate the ?rst 

solution given above. In Fig. 3, the right half'of 
_ the sheet is shown as being folded down or away 
from the observer. Fig. ashows thislfold com 
pleted and triangle I started on its way’ to being 
folded over on triangle 2. Fig. 5 shows this fold 
completed and the lower half of Fig. 4 started to 
ward being folded under to get it out of sight. 
When this fold is completed, we have what is 
shown in Fig. 6, namely, the complete horse’s 
head. - . ‘ . ;I . 

Following the above method to solve for the 
cow’s head, we might use the number 31‘ as‘ our 
base number on which to build, since there are 
only three triangles which show the cow’s nose, 
while four or ?ve triangles show each of the other 
parts of the head. We now fold triangle 3| down 
and then fold the lower rightihand half of the 
puzzle up along the diagonal line. Next we fold 
down along the vertical and horizontal lines the 
triangles at the right of. and below the cow’s head. 
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1. A picture puzzle comprising a square sheet 

provided with medial fold lines dividing the sheet 
into squares, each of said squares being provided 
with a pair of diagonal fold lines, said sheet being I 
foldable in either direction on each of said fold 
lines, one of said squares being cut in two along 
the diagonal from the corner of the sheet to the, . 
center thereof, an adjacent square being out along 
the diagonal from the corner of the sheet to the 
center of the square, and the remaining two‘ 
squares being cut from the edges of the sheet at 

' the ends of the medial fold lines dividing said 
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We now have a complete picture of the cow’s 7 
head. , . . I .. , 

As shown in Figs. '7, 8, and 9, this puzzle may be 
solved as follows: First the?lower right hand half 
of the puzzle is turned upwalong the diagonal. 
Next, the lower triangle, comprising triangles 5 
and 8, is turned up along the horizontal line. 
The next move is then to turn up the right hand 
triangle, comprising triangles 9 ‘and 10, along the 
vertical line and follow this by turningtriangle 
H and the one below it, numbered l3, up along 
the diagonal line, thus placing triangles 9 and I0 
over triangle 3. ’ Thus we have triangles 2, 6, ‘l, 
and Ill exposed, showing the completed cow’s 
head. - f ‘ ' 

By other solutions, we can form the cow’s head 
by exposing triangles I, -2, 6, and 3|}: or 2, v6, ‘I, 
and 3|; or 6, ‘I, I8, and 3|; or 2, ‘I, I0, and [4; or 
I, 2, l0, and I4. Doubtless othersolutions can be 
found, and the search to find‘. the greatest num 
ber of solutions possible adds zest to the working 
of this puzzle. ' ‘ ' - q , . 

Another embodiment of this puzzle shows‘dis 
sected pictures of four objects which may be ani 

_ mal heads,‘ complete animals, or any other objects 
which the publisher of’ the puzzle vmay wish to 
substitute for those in the embodiment of the 

_ ‘puzzle'which I have'worked out. - In this embodi 
ment of the puzzle, there are sixteen triangles, 
just as illustrated in the present drawings, the 
incisions being made in the same way as shown 
in Fig. 2 and as illustrated by the doublediagonal, 

‘ ' 65 
lines. I I I , 

In the ‘annexed drawings, dotted lines indicate 
possible fold lines, double solid lines indicate in 
cisions, and single solid lines represent edges or 
completed folds. - I -~ I - 

It will of course be understood that the specific 
description of structure set forth herein- may be 
departed from» withoutv departing from thespirit 
of this invention as set -forth in the appended 
claims. " '1 - I‘ if ~' 

Having now described myfinventionj I claim!‘ 
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remaining two squares from the ?rst two squares, 
the last mentioned cuts extending from their 
origins at the edges of the sheet along the di 
agonals of the said remaining two squares to the. 
centers thereof, at least some of the triangles 
formed by the diagonals in said squares being pro 
vided with indicia, four of which cooperate to 
show a visual image of a well known object, the 
size of one of said squares, when the; sheet is 
properly folded. ~ ' ' I _~ ._ y 

2. _A picture‘ puzzle comprising a square'sheet 
provided ‘with medial fold lines‘dividing the-sheet 
into rectangular quadrants, each of such quad 
rants being provided with a pair of diagonal fold 
lines, said sheet being foldable in either‘direction‘ 
on each of said fold lines, one of said quadrants 
being out in two along the diagonal from the cor 
ner of the sheet to the center thereof, an adjacent I 
quadrant being cutyalong the diagonal fromthe 
corner of the sheet to the center- of the quadrant, 
and the remaining two quadrants being cut from 
the edges of the sheet at the ends of. the medial 
fold lines dividing said remaining-two quadrants ' 
from» the ?rst two quadrants, the last mentioned 
cuts extending from ‘their origins at the edges of i 
the sheet alongthe diagonals of the said remain 
ing two quadrants to the center thereof, said fold 
and cut lines dividing said sheet into segments, 
said segments having thereon partial representa 
tions of a known object, most of the adjacent‘seg 
ments, when in non-folded position. showing non 
.adjacent portions of the object, but theexposed 
face of the sheet, when properly folded, showing 
a representation of said known object. ' ‘ ' ' 

3. A rectangular sheet, its two dimensions .be-' 
ing multiples of a common denominator of length,’ . 
said sheet being foldable along fold lines parallel 
.to" the edges of the sheet and spaced therefrom 
at distances'equal .to'said, common denominator 
whereby the 'fold lines divide said sheet‘intojia 
plurality of squares, said sheet also being pro 
vided with diagonal fold lines extendingfrom 
the corners of the sheet and with diagonal fold 
lines at angles of forty-?ve degrees (45?) from?‘ 
the intersection of said ?rst mentioned-fold lines 
with the sheet edges, whereby each of‘ said squares 
is divided by a pair of diagonal‘.fo1df;lines‘,§the 
sheet being foldable in either direction on all said 
fold lines, each of said squares being cutalong one 
of‘ thediagonals thereof fromthe edge 0f;the 
sheet at least to the'center'of the ‘respective 
square, said rectangular, sheet, .. whentpro'pe'rly 
folded, displaying upon its ‘facefexpose‘d to view 
only one-fourth of the areaof 'anwentire'face 
thereofand when so properly‘folded'i'displaying' 
a representation of a 'knownobject. I " .. 

4. A picture‘, puzzle comprising a square sheet 
provided with a pair of'medial' fold lines parallel l v 
to the-sides. ofthesheet dividing thel'sheet into 
rectangularv quadrants, each of which: quadrants 

‘is provided with agfoldi line diagonally thereof ‘ 
I ' connecting the ends of. the medial-fold lines, each 

' 75 quadrant also being provided with aTdi'agonal fold 
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line extending from the center of the sheet and 
extending at least to the center of the respective 
quadrant, each quadrant being out along one of 
the diagonal fold lines at least to the center of 
the quadrant, said rectangular sheet, when pro-p 
erly folded, displaying upon its face exposed to 
view only one-fourth of the area of an entire face 
thereof and when so properly folded displaying a 
representation of a known object. 

5. A rectangular sheet, vits two dimensions be 
ing multiples of a common denominator of length, 
said sheet being foldable along fold lines parallel 
to the edges of the sheet and spaced therefrom 
at distances equal to said common denominator 
whereby the fold lines divide said sheet into a 
plurality of quadrants, said sheet also being pro 
vided with diagonal fold lines extending from the 
corners of the sheet ‘and with diagonal fold lines 
at angles of forty-?ve degrees (45°) from the in 
tersection of said fold lines with the sheet edges, 
whereby each of said quadrants is divided by a 
pair of diagonal lines, the sheet being foldable in 
either direction on all of said fold lines, each of 
said quadrants being out along one of the di 
agonals thereof from the edge of the sheet at least 
to the center of the respective quadrant, at least 
one of said diagonal cuts extending from a corner 
of the sheet to the center thereof, said rectangu 
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lar sheet, when properly folded, displaying upon 
its exposed surface a representation of a well 
known object, the exposed surface comprising a 
plurality of non-continuous segments in contigu 
ous relationship. 

6. A picture puzzle comprising a square sheet 
provided with a pair of medial fold lines parallel 
to the sides of the sheet dividing the sheet into 
rectangular quadrants, each of which quadrants 
is provided with a fold line diagonally thereof con 
necting the ends of the medial fold lines, each 
quadrant also being provided with a diagonal fold 
line extending from the corner of the sheet to 
Ward the center of the sheet and extending at 
least to the center of the respective quadrant, 
each quadrant being out along one of the diagonal 
fold lines at least to the center of the quadrant, 
and one of said cuts extending from a corner of 
said sheet along the fold line therefrom and ex 
tending to the center of the sheet, said fold and 
cut lines dividing said sheet into segments, said 
segments having thereon partial representations 
of a known object, most of the adjacent segments, 
when in non-folded position, showing non-ad 
jacent portions of the object, but the exposed 
face of the sheet, when properly folded, showing 
a representation of said known object. 

HAROLD EDBORG. 


